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Turn

Turn lights are made from salvaged Vancouver street trees. Oak, elm, western maple - 
there is a wealth of beautiful hardwood that the city removes from our streets from time 
to time as trees reach the end of their lives. We salvage select logs from city streets and 
shape our Turn lights from them. Each tree is unique, and in turn no two forms that we 
shape are identical. We search for the most interesting colour and grain in the wood 
and allow it’s character to be expressed through a contrast of smooth interior and 
tooled exterior as well as the natural cracks that reveal themselves in the drying pro-
cess.

Turn Lights are hand-crafted from reclaimed hardwood and lit with dim-to-warm LED 
lamps that accentuate the natural warmth of the wood.
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propellor Product Overview 

Product:
Turn pendant light fixture

Environmental:
- natural oil and wax finish
- LED lamping

Details:
Materials: currently reclaimed white oak, additional woods types as available. 
Canopy: white, silver or black powder coated aluminum. 
Power supply: Dimmable Class 2 AC/DC switch mode. Input 100-240V AC, Output 12V DC
Dimensions: Variable. Current collection 9-11”Ø x 6-9” tall 
Drop: to specification
Lamping: 6W dim-to-warm LED component 
Weight: approx. 5 lb
Typical lead time: 2-6 Weeks
Prices on current stock*: TURN_STATION STREET_OAK: 9-12”Ø x 6-9” tall: $990 CAD 

Regulatory Compliance:
All products are inspected and accepted by CSA International prior to shipment. Final acceptance
of the approval mark is subject to the requirements of the local Authority Having Jurisdiction.

*Felling a tree? Please contact us for enquiries regarding custom options!
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Description:
Turned wood downlight pendant, tooled raw exterior with smooth finished interior. Ideal over tables, 
bars, bedside tables, stairways, alone or in groups.


